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Abstract 
During their operation, modern aircraft engine components are subjected to increasingly demanding operating conditions, 
especially the high pressure turbine (HPT) blades. Such conditions cause these parts to undergo different types of time-dependent 
degradation, one of which is creep. A model using the finite element method (FEM) was developed, in order to be able to predict 
the creep behaviour of HPT blades. Flight data records (FDR) for a specific aircraft, provided by a commercial aviation 
company, were used to obtain thermal and mechanical data for three different flight cycles. In order to create the 3D model 
needed for the FEM analysis, a HPT blade scrap was scanned, and its chemical composition and material properties were 
obtained. The data that was gathered was fed into the FEM model and different simulations were run, first with a simplified 3D 
rectangular block shape, in order to better establish the model, and then with the real 3D mesh obtained from the blade scrap. The 
overall expected behaviour in terms of displacement was observed, in particular at the trailing edge of the blade. Therefore such a 
model can be useful in the goal of predicting turbine blade life, given a set of FDR data. 
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Abstract 
A simple and efficient extended finite element method (XFEM) approach has been presented to solve the 3-D fatigue crack 
propagation problems. In X-FEM, the crack is approximately described by local signed distances of the nodes around the crack 
face which makes it possible to simulate crack propagation on a fixed mesh without remeshing. In this work, a triangulation scheme 
is adopted to initialize and update the crack which enables an easy level-set representation for an arbitrary shaped or non-planar 
crack. The level-set functions are used to search the elements that have been fully or partly cut by crack face and will be enriched 
with either Heaviside function or singularity function. Furthermore, the level-set functions are used to create the local coordinate 
systems for crack front points which serve as the basis f r denoting the singular field. The 3-D interaction integral method is 
adopt d to calculate the tress inte sity factors. The maximum principle hoop stress criterion is adopt d to d termine the crack 
propagation direction. The Paris law is used to perform fatigue crack propagation simulation. Some examples of planar and non-
planar 3-D crack growth are solved to demonstrate the applicability and robustness of the proposed XFEM approach. 
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1. Introduction  
Defects may arise in the engineering materials during manufacture step and lead to fatigue failure of structural 
components subjected to service cyclic loads. An accurate prediction of crack growth in 3-D domains becomes quite 
important for the evaluation of residual strength and fatigue life of engineering structures. Although the solutions for  
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Nomenclature 
 a s  virtual crack advance along a small segment of the crack front 
bi displacement at node i associate with jump enriched function 
cij displacement at node i associate with tip enriched function j   E  material Young’s modulus 
H   value of jump enriched function 
 I s   Interaction energy integral around a small segment of the crack front 
K   Mode I stress intensity factor K   Mode II stress intensity factor K   Mode III stress intensity factor 
iN    shape function at node i N    load cycles during an analysis increment 
q  weight function in the interaction energy integral for 3-D crack 
ui standard displacement at node i 
ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x y z   local Cartesian system 
j   value of the jth tip enriched function 
  level-set function describe the signed distance to crack plane 
   level-set function describe the signed distance to crack front 
aux,ij ij   real and auxiliary stress tensor aux,ij ij    real and auxiliary strain tensor    Poisson ratio 
   local curvature of crack front 
,r    coordinates at the local polar system 
1 2 3, ,    curvilinear coordinate system 
some crack problems are available in literatures; it is still necessary to explore the approach to effectively evaluate 
actual cracks with irregular shapes.  
In conventional finite element method, a mesh that accounts for the geometry must be maintained which makes it 
difficult to simulate cracks in arbitrary shapes. The extended finite element method (X-FEM) is a numerical method 
which enables an accurate approximation of any fields involving non-smooth features such as jumps and singularities 
within elements. The achievement is done by adding enrichments to the standard finite element approximations. The 
benefit makes X-FEM a powerful method in fracture field. The backgrounds and recent developments of X-FEM can 
be found in these references: Belytschko et al (1999); Moës et al (1999); Fries et al (2010). 
The X-FEM is actually the first step in the simulation of crack propagation which provides an actually 
approximations of the displacements, stress and strain field. The next step is to calculate the fracture parameter such 
as the stress intensity factor, J-integral or energy release rate from which the crack increment is deduced. One can also 
estimate the fatigue crack growth life using an appropriate fatigue crack growth law. In the present work, a 3-D 
interaction energy integral method is used to evaluate mix-mode stress intensity factors and the Paris law is used to 
predict fatigue crack growth life. Having calculated the fracture parameters, the last step is tracing the crack geometry 
as it evolves. The three steps make up of a whole-life simulation of fatigue crack problem.  
Level-set method (LSM) is a conceptual framework from which one can perform numerical computations involving 
curves and surfaces on a fixed Cartesian grid and traces shapes that change topology. The LSM seems to be a perfect 
supplementation to X-FEM that enables characterizing crack geometry throughout the crack growth process. Most 
researchers are trying to maintain a purely implicit crack description Sukumar et al (2008); Prabel et al (2012) which 
always needs a numerical model for the update of level-set functions. The fully implicit method often introduces virtual 
velocity field and solve advection-type equations Sukumar et al (2008); Gravouil et al (1988); Osher S and Sethian JA 
(1988) which is sometimes time consuming and error prone. Anyhow, the purely implicit implementation of level-set 
method is by no means simple and may introduce additional inaccuracies. Fries and Baydoun (2012) have introduced 
a hybrid explicit-implicit method to characterize the crack plane. In this method, a crack is explicit described by means 
of straight lines in 2-D and flat triangles in 3-D. Three level-set functions which can be computed analytically for an 
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Nomenclature 
 a s  virtual crack advance along a small segment of the crack front 
bi displacement at node i associate with jump enriched function 
cij displacement at node i associate with tip enriched function j   E  material Young’s modulus 
H   value of jump enriched function 
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some crack problems are available in literatures; it is still necessary to explore the approach to effectively evaluate 
actual cracks with irregular shapes.  
In conventional finite element method, a mesh that accounts for the geometry must be maintained which makes it 
difficult to simulate cracks in arbitrary shapes. The extended finite element method (X-FEM) is a numerical method 
which enables an accurate approximation of any fields involving non-smooth features such as jumps and singularities 
within elements. The achievement is done by adding enrichments to the standard finite element approximations. The 
benefit makes X-FEM a powerful method in fracture field. The backgrounds and recent developments of X-FEM can 
be found in these references: Belytschko et al (1999); Moës et al (1999); Fries et al (2010). 
The X-FEM is actually the first step in the simulation of crack propagation which provides an actually 
approximations of the displacements, stress and strain field. The next step is to calculate the fracture parameter such 
as the stress intensity factor, J-integral or energy release rate from which the crack increment is deduced. One can also 
estimate the fatigue crack growth life using an appropriate fatigue crack growth law. In the present work, a 3-D 
interaction energy integral method is used to evaluate mix-mode stress intensity factors and the Paris law is used to 
predict fatigue crack growth life. Having calculated the fracture parameters, the last step is tracing the crack geometry 
as it evolves. The three steps make up of a whole-life simulation of fatigue crack problem.  
Level-set method (LSM) is a conceptual framework from which one can perform numerical computations involving 
curves and surfaces on a fixed Cartesian grid and traces shapes that change topology. The LSM seems to be a perfect 
supplementation to X-FEM that enables characterizing crack geometry throughout the crack growth process. Most 
researchers are trying to maintain a purely implicit crack description Sukumar et al (2008); Prabel et al (2012) which 
always needs a numerical model for the update of level-set functions. The fully implicit method often introduces virtual 
velocity field and solve advection-type equations Sukumar et al (2008); Gravouil et al (1988); Osher S and Sethian JA 
(1988) which is sometimes time consuming and error prone. Anyhow, the purely implicit implementation of level-set 
method is by no means simple and may introduce additional inaccuracies. Fries and Baydoun (2012) have introduced 
a hybrid explicit-implicit method to characterize the crack plane. In this method, a crack is explicit described by means 
of straight lines in 2-D and flat triangles in 3-D. Three level-set functions which can be computed analytically for an 
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explicit crack description is used to accomplish the implicit characterization of crack for XFEM approximation. In our 
implementation, the triangulation scheme introduced in the explicit-implicit method is adopted to describe the 
geometry of crack plane. Two orthogonal level-set functions Stolarska et al (2001); Sukumar et al (2000) are used to 
provide all the needs (searching enriched elements and nodes, calculating local enrichments, etc.) in the XFEM 
approximation of crack problem. A position correction is conducted to eliminate mismatch between explicit and 
implicit descriptions of crack front. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduced the XFEM formulation for fracture problems. An 
appropriate approach for calculation of stress intensity factors and a crack update scheme are introduced. In section 3, 
some case studies are presented and discussed. 
2. X-FEM formulation for 3-D crack problem 
2.1. Level-set characterization for a 3-D crack 
The vector level-set method coupled with a triangulation scheme are used to characterize a 3-D non-planar crack. 
In this approach, a 3-D crack surface is described by a group of flat triangles as shown in Fig.1. The crack front can 
be easily found by searching the free edges of the polygon. The nodes on the crack front are treated as the source 
points when calculating the crack propagation. Considering the existing of surface crack, only the points inside the 
finite element domain (a point on the surface but directly connected to an active source point is also treated as active 
source point) are treated as active crack front points. By extending the crack surface to the entire domain, we can 
easily calculate the distances from a point to the crack surface (1), crack front  (2) and the extended crack surface  
( 3 ). It should be noticed that, 3 is a signed distance function and its gradient direction is orthogonal to the crack plane anywhere in the domain, thus the surface where the crack locates on is defined by the plane of 3=0.  
a 
1
2
3
4
Direction of extended 
crack surfacecrack surface
2isoline f-
1 distance to crack planef -
3isoline f-
 b  
Fig. 1 Characterization of a 3-D crack. (a) Triangulation scheme of the crack plane and the distance functions used to locate the crack; (b) Level-
set function used to define the shape of crack front.  
Now we are trying to obtain a signed distance function which can define the shape of crack front. For a given point 
x near the crack plane, we can transform the three level-sets into two level-sets according to the algebraic relationship 
of three distance functions using the following expressions, 
 
 
 
 
   
2 2
2 3 1 3
2 2
2 3 1 3 2 3
1 3 2 3
3
:
  : ,
: ,0
x x
x x x
x x
x x
   
      
   
 
          
    

                                                       (1) 
where,  x is signed distance functions to the surface through the crack front and orthogonal to the crack plane. The 
gradient direction of  x is along the extension direction of crack plane. The two level-sets  x  and  x are 
orthogonal to each other. The transformation in expression (1) ensures high-precision in the near-crack domain, which 
is where we actually concerned. The level-set values are calculated only on the nodes. For an arbitrary point x inside 
an element, the level-set values are interpolated from the element nodes using the standard finite element shape 
functions, 
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     
1
n
i
i
N xx x 

   ;      
1
n
i
i
N xx x 

                                                     (2) 
Therefore a 3-D crack in arbitrary shape can be implicit defined as:     : 0 and 0x x x    and the crack 
front is defined as:      : 0 and 0x x x   . 
2.2. X-FEM approximation for 3-D crack 
In X-FEM, the non-smooth properties are approximated by adding additional functions to the standard 
approximation based on the concept of partition of unity (PU) Belytschko and Black (1999). In 3-D crack simulation, 
the displacements are approximated by, 
         4
1 1
n
i i i i j j i ij
i j
N u H H x b x cu x x 
 
                                                    (3) 
where iN are shape functions, iu are the standard nodal displacements associated to the continuous part of the finite element solution. ib are the additional degrees of freedom associated with the Heaviside function  H x . The Heaviside function is defined for the elements being completely cut by the crack surface, whereas the asymptotic 
functions j  are defined for the elements being partly cut by the crack surface and ijc are the associated degrees of freedom. The four enrichment functions j can be written as 
cos sin cos sin sin sin2 2 2 2j r r r r
                                                  (4) 
where    2 2r x x   and     1tan x x   are local polar coordinates at point x.  
In XFEM approach, it is important to construct the local systems along the crack front because both the enrichment 
functions and auxiliary field (will be discussed later) are based on the local system. Using the orthogonal level-set 
functions, the construction of local system is straightforward, namely:  
xˆ    ; yˆ    ; zˆ                                                                       (5) 
The definition of enriched elements and nodes can be based on the level-set functions. The criterion for finding the 
enriched elements is given as:  
 tip enriched elements:     : 0 and 0x x x    ; 
 fully cut elements:          : 0 and 0 : 0 and 0x x x x x x          . 
The former are enriched with singularity functions, and the latter are enriched with Heaviside function. 
2.3. Numerical integration 
The standard gauss quadrature does not work for the enriched elements because the integrand is not continuous. 
Hence, an element partition scheme (Sukumar et al 2000) is adopted in our implementation and the gauss quadrature 
is performed in each sub-domain.  
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Fig. 2.  Partition scheme in a hexahedron element.  
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provide all the needs (searching enriched elements and nodes, calculating local enrichments, etc.) in the XFEM 
approximation of crack problem. A position correction is conducted to eliminate mismatch between explicit and 
implicit descriptions of crack front. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduced the XFEM formulation for fracture problems. An 
appropriate approach for calculation of stress intensity factors and a crack update scheme are introduced. In section 3, 
some case studies are presented and discussed. 
2. X-FEM formulation for 3-D crack problem 
2.1. Level-set characterization for a 3-D crack 
The vector level-set method coupled with a triangulation scheme are used to characterize a 3-D non-planar crack. 
In this approach, a 3-D crack surface is described by a group of flat triangles as shown in Fig.1. The crack front can 
be easily found by searching the free edges of the polygon. The nodes on the crack front are treated as the source 
points when calculating the crack propagation. Considering the existing of surface crack, only the points inside the 
finite element domain (a point on the surface but directly connected to an active source point is also treated as active 
source point) are treated as active crack front points. By extending the crack surface to the entire domain, we can 
easily calculate the distances from a point to the crack surface (1), crack front  (2) and the extended crack surface  
( 3 ). It should be noticed that, 3 is a signed distance function and its gradient direction is orthogonal to the crack plane anywhere in the domain, thus the surface where the crack locates on is defined by the plane of 3=0.  
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Fig. 1 Characterization of a 3-D crack. (a) Triangulation scheme of the crack plane and the distance functions used to locate the crack; (b) Level-
set function used to define the shape of crack front.  
Now we are trying to obtain a signed distance function which can define the shape of crack front. For a given point 
x near the crack plane, we can transform the three level-sets into two level-sets according to the algebraic relationship 
of three distance functions using the following expressions, 
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where,  x is signed distance functions to the surface through the crack front and orthogonal to the crack plane. The 
gradient direction of  x is along the extension direction of crack plane. The two level-sets  x  and  x are 
orthogonal to each other. The transformation in expression (1) ensures high-precision in the near-crack domain, which 
is where we actually concerned. The level-set values are calculated only on the nodes. For an arbitrary point x inside 
an element, the level-set values are interpolated from the element nodes using the standard finite element shape 
functions, 
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Therefore a 3-D crack in arbitrary shape can be implicit defined as:     : 0 and 0x x x    and the crack 
front is defined as:      : 0 and 0x x x   . 
2.2. X-FEM approximation for 3-D crack 
In X-FEM, the non-smooth properties are approximated by adding additional functions to the standard 
approximation based on the concept of partition of unity (PU) Belytschko and Black (1999). In 3-D crack simulation, 
the displacements are approximated by, 
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where iN are shape functions, iu are the standard nodal displacements associated to the continuous part of the finite element solution. ib are the additional degrees of freedom associated with the Heaviside function  H x . The Heaviside function is defined for the elements being completely cut by the crack surface, whereas the asymptotic 
functions j  are defined for the elements being partly cut by the crack surface and ijc are the associated degrees of freedom. The four enrichment functions j can be written as 
cos sin cos sin sin sin2 2 2 2j r r r r
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where    2 2r x x   and     1tan x x   are local polar coordinates at point x.  
In XFEM approach, it is important to construct the local systems along the crack front because both the enrichment 
functions and auxiliary field (will be discussed later) are based on the local system. Using the orthogonal level-set 
functions, the construction of local system is straightforward, namely:  
xˆ    ; yˆ    ; zˆ                                                                       (5) 
The definition of enriched elements and nodes can be based on the level-set functions. The criterion for finding the 
enriched elements is given as:  
 tip enriched elements:     : 0 and 0x x x    ; 
 fully cut elements:          : 0 and 0 : 0 and 0x x x x x x          . 
The former are enriched with singularity functions, and the latter are enriched with Heaviside function. 
2.3. Numerical integration 
The standard gauss quadrature does not work for the enriched elements because the integrand is not continuous. 
Hence, an element partition scheme (Sukumar et al 2000) is adopted in our implementation and the gauss quadrature 
is performed in each sub-domain.  
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Fig. 2.  Partition scheme in a hexahedron element.  
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A description of the partition scheme for a fully cut element is illustrated in Fig.2. The element is cut into two 
polyhedrons by the crack plane. The two polyhedron are then sliced into tetrahedrons in 3 steps: Firstly, re-sort the 
nodes of all the faces belong to the polyhedrons. Secondly, find the central points of the faces and cut them into 
triangles by connecting the central points to the corners; The third, find central points of the two polyhedrons and 
create the tetrahedrons using the central points and the triangles created in step 2. The elements which are not cut by 
the crack surface but contain additional degree of freedoms are defined as blending element and integrated using 
6×6×6 gauss quadrature rule. The rest elements use 2×2×2 gauss quadrature rule. 
2.4. Computation of mix mode stress intensity factors 
An interaction energy integral (Gosz and Moran 2002) is adopted to compute the 3-D stress intensity factors. Crack 
surface is assumed to be traction free. The expression of the integral without body force can be written as 
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where V is a closed volume surrounding the crack front as shown in Fig. 3(a),  a s is the crack growth 
increment;ij, ij, uj are stress, strain and displacement components; ijaux, ijaux, ujaux are auxiliary field according to 
the asymptotic fields near a crack; li is dirichlet function and q is a weight function smoothly varies from 1 on St to 0 S0 defined in Fig. 3. In our implementation, the weight function is defined as 
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where  x and  x are level set values at point x, zˆ is the z coordinate value in the local system, and ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x y zL L L is the range of the integral domain in the direction of xˆ , yˆ and zˆ .  
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Fig.3 Interaction energy integral methodology for a point on curved crack front. (a) The integral zone around a crack segment; (b) real evaluate 
point for stress intensity factors inside an element; (c) Extension of crack surface using the calculated crack increments at source points. 
For a curved crack front, a curvilinear coordinate system is defined (Fig. 3) for the auxiliary field. The curvature 
radius is needed to calculate the partial derivatives of auxiliary field (Gosz and Moran 2002). A local refined structured 
mesh is set for each active source point to calculate the local curvatures of crack front points. As the level-set values 
inside an element are interpolated using the shape functions, the explicit crack front segments do not perfectly coincide 
with the implicit crack front:     : 0; 0x x x   . We actually calculate the stress intensity factors on the 
projections of the source points on the implicit crack front. The offset between the explicit source point and its 
projection on the implicit crack front can be evaluated by 
   2 2tip tipa x x                                                                          (8) 
The offset value will be subtracted from the calculated increment in the update step. The relationship between the 
interaction energy integral and the stress intensity factors in plane strain state is 
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We can calculate the mix-mode stress intensity factors by imposing the necessary auxiliary conditions. The source 
point at the crack front is supposed to advance in the ˆ ˆx y plane, and the crack growth angle is obtained according to 
the maximum principle stress criterion 
2
1 12 tan 84
K K
K K
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2.5. construction of crack increments using triangulation scheme 
New crack front points are created by directly extend the active crack front points. The crack propagation length at 
different source points is calculated based on the generalized Paris law 
  eqv mi Na C K dN                                                                    (11) 
where C and m are fracture parameters, N is the load cycle increments, ia is crack increment and ΔKeqv is equivalent K range. Additional points may add to the new constructed crack front to keep it smooth for the next 
propagation step. Having calculated the new crack front, triangulation scheme is again used to create the crack surface 
as shown in Fig. 3. As the crack front is approximated using straight lines, the shape of crack front curve may become 
unsmooth after crack propagation. So additional points are added to the crack front to maintain a good approximation 
of the crack front shape if the length of a straight line which composes the crack front becomes too long as shown in 
Fig 3(c). 
3. Numerical results and discussion 
In this section, some validation problems are presented using 3-D X-FEM approach introduced in the previous 
sections. The XFEM approximation is implemented into ABAQUS using UEL, besides, subroutine UEXTERNALDB 
and URDFIL are used to perform the pre- and post-processing. TECPLOT is used to perform visualization results. 
3.1. Benchmarks for evaluating of stress intensity factors 
The first example aims to validate the calculation of stress intensity factors using standard C-T specimen.  
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Fig. 4 Stress intensity factor validation using C-T specimen. (a) specimen dimensions; (b) Von Mises stress in XFEM result; (c) normalized stress 
intensity factors along the crack front. 
A description of model is shown in Fig.4. The width of specimen is W=38.2mm, the height H=45.84mm, thickness 
B=15.34mm, and the crack length a =20.5mm. The crack front is straight. The material’s Young’s modulus 
E=160GPa, Poisson ratio v=0.28. tension load P=11kN. The analytical solution of the stress intensity factors for plane 
strain (Lei Y 2008) is 1257.16 MPa mm  by which the calculated results are normalized, as shown in Fig. 4. 
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A description of the partition scheme for a fully cut element is illustrated in Fig.2. The element is cut into two 
polyhedrons by the crack plane. The two polyhedron are then sliced into tetrahedrons in 3 steps: Firstly, re-sort the 
nodes of all the faces belong to the polyhedrons. Secondly, find the central points of the faces and cut them into 
triangles by connecting the central points to the corners; The third, find central points of the two polyhedrons and 
create the tetrahedrons using the central points and the triangles created in step 2. The elements which are not cut by 
the crack surface but contain additional degree of freedoms are defined as blending element and integrated using 
6×6×6 gauss quadrature rule. The rest elements use 2×2×2 gauss quadrature rule. 
2.4. Computation of mix mode stress intensity factors 
An interaction energy integral (Gosz and Moran 2002) is adopted to compute the 3-D stress intensity factors. Crack 
surface is assumed to be traction free. The expression of the integral without body force can be written as 
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where V is a closed volume surrounding the crack front as shown in Fig. 3(a),  a s is the crack growth 
increment;ij, ij, uj are stress, strain and displacement components; ijaux, ijaux, ujaux are auxiliary field according to 
the asymptotic fields near a crack; li is dirichlet function and q is a weight function smoothly varies from 1 on St to 0 S0 defined in Fig. 3. In our implementation, the weight function is defined as 
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where  x and  x are level set values at point x, zˆ is the z coordinate value in the local system, and ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x y zL L L is the range of the integral domain in the direction of xˆ , yˆ and zˆ .  
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Fig.3 Interaction energy integral methodology for a point on curved crack front. (a) The integral zone around a crack segment; (b) real evaluate 
point for stress intensity factors inside an element; (c) Extension of crack surface using the calculated crack increments at source points. 
For a curved crack front, a curvilinear coordinate system is defined (Fig. 3) for the auxiliary field. The curvature 
radius is needed to calculate the partial derivatives of auxiliary field (Gosz and Moran 2002). A local refined structured 
mesh is set for each active source point to calculate the local curvatures of crack front points. As the level-set values 
inside an element are interpolated using the shape functions, the explicit crack front segments do not perfectly coincide 
with the implicit crack front:     : 0; 0x x x   . We actually calculate the stress intensity factors on the 
projections of the source points on the implicit crack front. The offset between the explicit source point and its 
projection on the implicit crack front can be evaluated by 
   2 2tip tipa x x                                                                          (8) 
The offset value will be subtracted from the calculated increment in the update step. The relationship between the 
interaction energy integral and the stress intensity factors in plane strain state is 
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We can calculate the mix-mode stress intensity factors by imposing the necessary auxiliary conditions. The source 
point at the crack front is supposed to advance in the ˆ ˆx y plane, and the crack growth angle is obtained according to 
the maximum principle stress criterion 
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2.5. construction of crack increments using triangulation scheme 
New crack front points are created by directly extend the active crack front points. The crack propagation length at 
different source points is calculated based on the generalized Paris law 
  eqv mi Na C K dN                                                                    (11) 
where C and m are fracture parameters, N is the load cycle increments, ia is crack increment and ΔKeqv is equivalent K range. Additional points may add to the new constructed crack front to keep it smooth for the next 
propagation step. Having calculated the new crack front, triangulation scheme is again used to create the crack surface 
as shown in Fig. 3. As the crack front is approximated using straight lines, the shape of crack front curve may become 
unsmooth after crack propagation. So additional points are added to the crack front to maintain a good approximation 
of the crack front shape if the length of a straight line which composes the crack front becomes too long as shown in 
Fig 3(c). 
3. Numerical results and discussion 
In this section, some validation problems are presented using 3-D X-FEM approach introduced in the previous 
sections. The XFEM approximation is implemented into ABAQUS using UEL, besides, subroutine UEXTERNALDB 
and URDFIL are used to perform the pre- and post-processing. TECPLOT is used to perform visualization results. 
3.1. Benchmarks for evaluating of stress intensity factors 
The first example aims to validate the calculation of stress intensity factors using standard C-T specimen.  
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Fig. 4 Stress intensity factor validation using C-T specimen. (a) specimen dimensions; (b) Von Mises stress in XFEM result; (c) normalized stress 
intensity factors along the crack front. 
A description of model is shown in Fig.4. The width of specimen is W=38.2mm, the height H=45.84mm, thickness 
B=15.34mm, and the crack length a =20.5mm. The crack front is straight. The material’s Young’s modulus 
E=160GPa, Poisson ratio v=0.28. tension load P=11kN. The analytical solution of the stress intensity factors for plane 
strain (Lei Y 2008) is 1257.16 MPa mm  by which the calculated results are normalized, as shown in Fig. 4. 
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3.2. Simulation of inclined penny shaped crack growth 
An inclined penny shaped crack in a cube under uniform tension =100MPa is simulated. Young’s modulus 
E=72.5GPa, Poisson radio v=0.3. The radius of the initial crack plane is a=0.2m, and the inclined angle is 30°with 
x-axis. The model size is [-2m,2m]3 and meshed using 31×31×31 8-node brick elements. The initial crack is divided 
into 30 flat triangles. The maximum crack increment is defined as Δamax= 0.1m, in the meanwhile the increments at 
other source points are calculated by, 
 max
max
m
i
i
Ka aK
     
                                                                (12) 
where ΔKmax is the point with the maximum range of stress intensity factor, m is the material constant in Paris law, 
given as 2.5269 in current work. 9 steps of crack growth are simulated using the XFEM approach. The final crack 
shape is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Crack propagation of an inclined penny shaped crack. (a) Initial crack and boundary condition; (b) perspective view of crack surface; (c) 
sizes of crack surface after propagation. 
3.3. Fatigue crack growth from a counter-sunk hole 
Fatigue crack growth from a counter-sunk hole is simulated. The material of this specimen is 2024-T3 and the sizes 
of are illustrated in Fig.7. A constant amplitude cyclic load of =7.9MPa is applied to the end of specimen and sector-
shaped crack locate at the edge of the dimple with through hole. Symmetry model is used in the simulation. The 
parameters in Paris model are given as: m=2.5269 and C=2.74284×10-11 with stress intensity factors in MPa mm . 
The failure is predicted by net section yield criterion and the yield strength is y=448MPa. The sizes of the initial 
crack are given in Fig.6. The crack is simply updated every 10000 stress cycles and the fatigue failure happens after 
12 steps (120000 stress cycles), correlate well with the test fatigue life is 127731 stress cycles. The stress distribution 
near the crack area and the crack surface after 12 steps of propagation are illustrated in Fig.6. 
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Fig. 6 Corner crack initiated from a countersunk fastener hole. (a) Sizes of specimen; (b) Von Mises stress in step 5; (c) Crack plane and Von 
Mises stress on section y=0 in step 12; (d) test fracture surface morphology. 
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4. Conclusions 
An efficient X-FEM approach have been presented in this paper using a triangulation scheme coupling with the 
vector level set method. The orthogonal level-set functions are analytical calculated using the explicit description of 
crack surface. A correction method for crack front source points are used to eliminate mismatch between the explicit 
and implicit crack fronts.  
The interaction energy integral for 3-D curved crack front is adopt to calculate the stress intensity factors. The 
update of crack is straight forward and no additional numerical procedure is needed because the crack surface is 
explicit descripted. The presented approach has good performances in the simulation of fatigue crack problems. 
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3.2. Simulation of inclined penny shaped crack growth 
An inclined penny shaped crack in a cube under uniform tension =100MPa is simulated. Young’s modulus 
E=72.5GPa, Poisson radio v=0.3. The radius of the initial crack plane is a=0.2m, and the inclined angle is 30°with 
x-axis. The model size is [-2m,2m]3 and meshed using 31×31×31 8-node brick elements. The initial crack is divided 
into 30 flat triangles. The maximum crack increment is defined as Δamax= 0.1m, in the meanwhile the increments at 
other source points are calculated by, 
 max
max
m
i
i
Ka aK
     
                                                                (12) 
where ΔKmax is the point with the maximum range of stress intensity factor, m is the material constant in Paris law, 
given as 2.5269 in current work. 9 steps of crack growth are simulated using the XFEM approach. The final crack 
shape is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Crack propagation of an inclined penny shaped crack. (a) Initial crack and boundary condition; (b) perspective view of crack surface; (c) 
sizes of crack surface after propagation. 
3.3. Fatigue crack growth from a counter-sunk hole 
Fatigue crack growth from a counter-sunk hole is simulated. The material of this specimen is 2024-T3 and the sizes 
of are illustrated in Fig.7. A constant amplitude cyclic load of =7.9MPa is applied to the end of specimen and sector-
shaped crack locate at the edge of the dimple with through hole. Symmetry model is used in the simulation. The 
parameters in Paris model are given as: m=2.5269 and C=2.74284×10-11 with stress intensity factors in MPa mm . 
The failure is predicted by net section yield criterion and the yield strength is y=448MPa. The sizes of the initial 
crack are given in Fig.6. The crack is simply updated every 10000 stress cycles and the fatigue failure happens after 
12 steps (120000 stress cycles), correlate well with the test fatigue life is 127731 stress cycles. The stress distribution 
near the crack area and the crack surface after 12 steps of propagation are illustrated in Fig.6. 
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Fig. 6 Corner crack initiated from a countersunk fastener hole. (a) Sizes of specimen; (b) Von Mises stress in step 5; (c) Crack plane and Von 
Mises stress on section y=0 in step 12; (d) test fracture surface morphology. 
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4. Conclusions 
An efficient X-FEM approach have been presented in this paper using a triangulation scheme coupling with the 
vector level set method. The orthogonal level-set functions are analytical calculated using the explicit description of 
crack surface. A correction method for crack front source points are used to eliminate mismatch between the explicit 
and implicit crack fronts.  
The interaction energy integral for 3-D curved crack front is adopt to calculate the stress intensity factors. The 
update of crack is straight forward and no additional numerical procedure is needed because the crack surface is 
explicit descripted. The presented approach has good performances in the simulation of fatigue crack problems. 
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